Made For Nail Salons
Free for Nail Salons

|

No Contracts

|

No Software

Our team has years of experience in technology and

No Contracts, No Feed

marketing, and our award-winning app is a delight for

We don’t like contracts. They’re never in your favor.

customers who want to book manicures on their smart-

That’s why we don’t have contracts, and we don’t believe

phone. Many of us are kids of nail salon owners, so we

in locking you in to using only our service. We also don’t

know how tight money can be. That’s why HellaBella is

take a cut from you, so when a customer books a service

100% free for nail salons.

for $25, you get all $25.

Google & Internet Experts

No Software

We’re experts in Google and apps, and we’re on our way

Many of the booking services require you to have a lap-

to being the first result on Google searches for nail sa-

top or a tablet open at all times. With HellaBella, you can

lons like yours. Being at the top means we can be above

keep your appointment book where it is. We’ll text you

Yelp and Groupon. When you join HellaBella for free, you

new appointments, and you can easily accept or recom-

get a website made for you, and an easy-to-recommend

mend another time.

app your customers will love.
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How It Works

No Software To Learn, Keep 100% Of Your Revenue
Customers search on
sites like Google and
see your HellaBella
listing at the top.

They review your menu,
then pick their services
and the time they plan
on arriving.

They pay and tip (default
20%) using a credit card
or Apple Pay.
You instantly get paid for
the service, and receive
a text message with the
details of the booking. You
can get paid with a Visa
Debit card you swipe, by
Venmo, or ACH.

The customer
arrives, you confirm
their services, and
begin. When they’re
finished, they get
up and go!
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Customer Love
Your Customers Will Love HellaBella, Too

“I usually don’t provide feed“Amazing!! So easy. No stress

back or do this sort of thing

paying and tip, which is PER-

but I did want to make sure to

FECT for after Monday work-

reach out and say that I think

day! Thank you so much.”

this is a wonderful idea and

– Kate, New York City

think it will go far.”
– Sara, New York City

“YOU GUYS ARE THE BEST.
We chatted with lots of people

“I think that the app is really

in the salon last night about it

well designed and it seems to

too and got them to download

be frictionless to me.”

the app.”

– Regan, New York City

– Emily, New York City
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